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R23largest enhancement effects when
accompanied by the visual component
of the same event, while strong
auditory responses did not yield large
enhancement effects when the visual
signal was present. Indeed, the
congruent visual signals suppressed
those responses that were strong in
the auditory-only condition (Figure 1B).
Here is the real twist: when the authors
measured the amount of information
contained in bimodal versus unimodal
responses — in essence, a measure
of how well the responses of a neuron
can predict which stimulus was
presented — they found that not
only did bimodal events yield more
information than unimodal ones, but
that the suppressed responses yielded
more information than the enhanced
responses (Figure 1C). The
suppressed responses were more
informative because their variability
was reduced by the addition of
a visual signal, while the enhanced
responses were less informative
because their variability was
increased (Figure 1D).
This is a remarkable finding primarily
because it runs counter to the general
assumption that enhanced neural
responses underlie enhanced
behavioral responses. The data from
Kayser et al. [12] suggest the opposite:
it is the suppressed responses that
carry more information about what
stimulus was just presented. This
suggests that the ubiquitous ‘principle
of inverse effectiveness’, reported in
multiple brain areas and in multiple
model systems, is not relevant for
multisensory identification or
discrimination. The principle’s
predictive value may be limited solely
to the detection of multisensory events,
a fact consistent with some behavioral
results [14]. Along these lines, the
authors put forth the idea that there
may be two different modes of
integration, one in which enhanced, but
less reliable, responses are involved
in detecting rare or faint events in the
world, and another mode in which
suppressed, reliable responses are
used to represent the detailed
characteristics of those events.
The Kayser et al. [12] study raises
other deep questions. Here are a few.
Because behavior emerges from an
interaction between stimulus structure,
context and neural processes, how
much does redundancy between the
auditory and visual signals influence
the amount of information that getsadded to the neural signal? One might
predict that if the visual signal carried
information that was redundant with
the auditory signals (such as signal
duration or rhythm), then the added
information at the neural level would
be minimal. To address such
a question, a carefully constructed and
exhaustively characterized stimulus
space would be needed. Another
puzzle: How does the information
content change according to
multisensory experience [15]? It’s
possible that the added information
that vision provides the auditory cortex
requires prior learning or experience.
We don’t have any inkling of answers to
such questions, but without a doubt,
the results of, and analytical approach
taken by, Kayser et al. [12] illuminate
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of Adaptive Evolution
Next-generation sequencing technology allows the identification of molecular
changes that have arisen in the genomes of microorganisms undergoing
experimental evolution. This permits the elucidation of the molecular
evolutionary dynamics in these populations.John F.Y. Brookfield
An influential idea in molecular
evolution is the ‘molecular clock’[1],
which postulates a constant rate of
molecular evolution with time; among
other advantages, the molecular clock
allows bifurcations in phylogenetic
trees to be dated. The clock does not
‘tick’ regularly, but describes a Poisson
process of change with a constant rate.
This idea has a strong theoretical
background — if molecular evolution isselectively neutral, the evolutionary
rate should simply be equal to the
neutral mutation rate, and unaffected
by the inevitable fluctuations in
population size [2]. Conversely, there
are at least two reasons why adaptive
evolution should not be clock-like. The
first is that environments may be
constant or may change, and an
evolving species might show a suite
of adaptive changes following a new
environmental challenge. The second
is that the rate of adaptive evolution
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of the population, as more individuals
can be screened by natural selection
for adaptive mutations. A new study [3],
however, seemingly overturns this
prediction by showing a constant rate




microevolution by observing the
changes in polymorphic genetic
variants in populations. However,
prior to twenty or so years ago, the
study of the whole process of
evolutionary change, with new
mutations arising and spreading to
fixation in populations, was thought
to be possible only by reconstruction
of past evolutionary events. This was
changed by the use of microorganisms
in experimental evolution. Lenski and
co-workers [4] took an ancestral
clone of Escherichia coli B and have
maintained twelve replicate evolving
populations in a glucose-limiting
environment, for what is now over
40,000 generations, observing the
adaptive changes to the phenotype
that have evolved. This in-depth
study of evolution in action is made
possible by the organisms’ short
generation time, but also important is
the large population size, which
allows a high rate of input of adaptive
mutations into the populations. These
experiments raise the possibility of
identifying the changes that occur
in the genome over long-term
evolution. Now, using next-generation
sequencing technology, Barrick et al.
[3] report the sequential molecular
changes in one of the experimental
populations, through the resequencing
of clones sampled at the 2,000, 5,000,
10,000, 15,000, 20,000 and 40,000
generations. Until 20,000 generations,
the population demonstrates a slow
and gradual process of molecular
change, while the generations from
20,000 to 40,000 show a greatly
elevated rate of evolution, with
many apparently neutral changes
arising as a result of the genotype
becoming mutated at the DNA
repair locus mutT.
A ‘Clock’ for Adaptive Change?
The study thus offers a ground-
breaking opportunity to study an
adaptive evolutionary process in
molecular detail. The most striking
result from the first 20,000 generationsis that, while measurements of
population fitness had shown
a rapid initial rise, followed by
a much slower gradual rise, the new
data reveal a rate of molecular change
in the same evolving population that
is indistinguishable from constancy.
There is strong evidence that almost
all the changes in the first 20,000
generations were driven by selection,
and thus the expected constancy of
neutral evolution is irrelevant. All 26
point mutations seen in coding
sequences replace amino acids,
with the lack of synonymous changes
being consistent with the known rate
of mutation in E. coli. The mutations
are also shared by many or all of the
other eleven replicate populations,
implying the non-randomness
expected in adaptation. The
approximately clock-like evolution
of selectively-driven molecular
evolutionary changes is disconcerting,
given that clock-like evolution has
previously been seen as evidence
of neutrality. As the population size
remained constant, no irregularly
of adaptive evolutionary rate is
expected from this source.
Nevertheless, the sharing of
mutations between experiments
implies that the possible adaptive
mutations are limited in number
and the evolutionary rate would be
expected to slow as the mutations
required for adaptation arise and
become fixed in the population.
In a significance test, the data offer
no evidence against the null hypothesis
of a constant, linear rate of mutation
accumulation. However, the reasons
for expecting the rate to be non-linear
are so strong that this may not be
a good null hypothesis to choose
and its acceptance may risk Type II
statistical error. The results for the
accumulation of mutations over
20,000 generations fall only slightly
above a line representing linearity,
while those for fitness increase are
far more non-linear, with a large
initial increase followed by a much
slower increase. However, that the
two trajectories show different
deviations from linearity is, in fact, what
population genetic theory predicts. The
process of adaptive evolution has two
elements: the emergence of adaptive
mutations and their subsequent spread
through the population. New adaptive
mutations can be lost by genetic drift
soon after their emergence, and
standard population genetics theoryshows that their probability of spread
increases approximately linearly with
s, the selective advantage that they
confer, when s is much less than one.
One way of creating a closer-to-linear
fit for molecular changes than for the
fitness increase is if the s value for
adaptive mutations that arise and
spread to fixation later is less than
the s for earlier adaptive changes [3].
Given this, the differing deviations from
linearity seen in the two trajectories
are unsurprising. A restricted number
of adaptive mutations are available to
the organism and it seems inevitable
that these vary in their s values.
The possible mutations with high s,
which, once they have arisen, have
a higher probability of fixation, will
arise and fix rapidly. Mutations with
lower s, and a correspondingly
lowered probability of fixation, will,
on average, arise and fix later, and
the pool of available mutations of
this type will be depleted more
slowly. Thus, adaptive mutations
which spread to fixation early in the
adaptive process will have higher
mean s values than mutations that
arise and spread later, and the rate
of fitness increase will be more
non-linear than will be the rate of
adaptive evolution measured at the
molecular level. Thus, if there is
a restricted number of adaptive
mutations available to the organism,
those that confer a massive benefit
will, as a result of their greater
selective advantage, spread through
the population soon after the start
of an adaptive process. However,
notwithstanding their major advantage,
they will still only constitute single
molecular changes to the genome.
Less advantageous changes will
spread later, each making a smaller
impact on fitness, but each, again,
constituting a single molecular change.
So, fitness will increase quickly at
first and more slowly later, while the
genome will show a more even rate
of change.
In bacterial populations, clonal
interference operates [5], in which
multiple advantageous mutations
spread simultaneously and, without
recombination, compete, which gives
an extra advantage to early mutations
with a high s value. But clonal
interference is not required for the
rate of increase of fitness to be
more non-linear than the rate of
accumulation of mutations. Thus, there
is no reason why adaptive molecular
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There is no significant evidence for
non-linearity here but (notwithstanding
these data sets being extraordinarily
powerful compared to what could have
been imagined twenty years ago) the
data still lack statistical power. The
number of molecular changes that are
also seen in the 40,000 generation
genome can be counted from each
of the 5,000 generation ‘windows’
of the first 20,000 generations of the
experiment. There are twelve changes
in the first 5,000 generations, a further
ten or eleven between generations
5,000 and 10,000, a further fourteen
between generations 10,000 and
15,000, and a final seven between
generations 15,000 and 20,000. These
numbers offer no evidence for aninconstant rate, but are not a powerful
demonstration of rate constancy
either. While relative constancy of
adaptive molecular evolution is
expected, absolute (i.e. Poisson)
constancy remains improbable. As
the power of next generation
sequencing will allow the
identification of genomic changes
in the other eleven parallel
experiments, it will be of interest to
see whether, with more powerful
data, the expected, albeit weak,
non-constancy of adaptive evolution
will start to demonstrate its presence
with statistical confidence.
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Stimulates the Proper SongMale fruit flies touch females during courtship. A new study finds that
pheromone input received through the male’s foreleg allows him to generate
the courtship song appealing to female flies. This activity involves sexually
dimorphic fruitless-expressing neurons in the brain.Kyung-An Han and Young-Cho Kim‘‘We sit and talk, and kiss away the
hours
As chastely as the morning dews kiss
flowers:
I touch her, like my beads, with devout
care,
And come unto my courtship as my
prayer.’’
— from ‘‘A devout lover’’ by Thomas
Randolph (1605–1635)
Courtship is the most common social
behavior in the animal kingdom.
Courtship rituals differ greatly among
species but share the same goals.
Human courtship, though largely
governed by cultural context,
nonetheless follows certain universal
rituals. For instance, a light touch on
the arm or fingertips, whether
accidental or intentional, serves to
explore ‘‘chemistry’’ or ‘‘knowing
for sure’’. Do animals use a similar
tactic to explore their potential
mates? In this issue of Current
Biology, Koganezawa et al. [1] report
that touch is critical for reproductive
success in fruit flies.In Drosophila melanogaster, the
male upon spotting a potential
mate orients toward her, taps her
abdomen or cuticle with his foreleg,
and vibrates one of the wings to
generate a courtship song [2,3]. The
male sometimes walks in a circle or
semicircle around the female while
vibrating his wing. If the female does
not move, the male licks her genitalia
and attempts to copulate. Successful
copulation takes place subsequently,
or the ritual is repeated multiple times
before copulation. Drosophila males
generally do not court and mate
with females of another Drosophila
species or males of any species [2].
While multiple stimuli are involved
in identifying a potential mate,
pheromones play major roles in sex
and species recognition, which leads
to discriminatory male courtship and
thereby contributes to reproductive
isolation and success. As first noted
by Rendel [4] and systematically
described by Spieth [2], males of all
Drosophila species explore potential
mates by tapping during an initial
courtship approach and then executetheir behavior based on whom they tap.
Upon tapping females of the same
species, males are sexually aroused
and proceed with the courtship ritual;
however, upon tapping females of
another species or males, they turn
away.
These discriminatory behaviors
are largely induced by species- and
sex-specific pheromones. Recent
advances in chemosensory receptors
have uncovered several receptors
significant for pheromone information
processing in Drosophila [5]. For
example, the gustatory pheromone
receptor Gr68a is involved in a male’s
efficient courtship toward females [6],
whereas the odorant receptor Or67d
and gustatory receptors Gr32a and
Gr33a mediate suppression of male’s
courtship toward other males [7–9]. The
volatile male pheromone cis-vaccenyl
acetate (cVA) acts on Or67d, while
pheromone ligands for the gustatory
pheromone receptors remain unknown.
Courtship songs generated by
wing vibration are crucial for
species recognition and selection
in Drosophila. While D. melanogaster
males typically vibrate one wing at
a time, males of some other Drosophila
species vibrate both wings [2].
Drosophila males, whether vibrating
one wing or both wings, generate
distinct courtship song patterns that
are species specific, and females
prefer the courtship song produced
by conspecific males [10]. How are
the courtship songs generated in a
